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This presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Predator Oil & Gas Holdings Plc (the “Company” or “Predator”) solely in connection with providing information on the Company and may be subject to change. It is being issued to certain persons on the basis that they fall within

one of the exemptions contained in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the "Order"). The contents of this Presentation have accordingly not been approved by an authorised person for the purposes of section 21 Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA").Suchapproval of this Presentation would be required by section 21 FSMAif the exemptions referred to below, or someother exemption, did not apply to it.

This Presentation and its contents are exempt from the general restriction (in section 21 FSMA) on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being given only to (i) persons who have professional experience in matters

relating to investments who fall within the definitions of investment professionals as defined in Article 19 of the Order, (ii) persons who fall within Article 43 of the Order, (iii) and persons who fall within Article 49 of the Order (high net worth companies and trusts and other persons of

the kind to which Article 49(2) of the Order applies). Persons not falling within these categories should not rely or act upon this Presentation and in consideration of receipt of this Presentation each recipient warrants and represents that he or it is a person falling within that

description.

The information described in this Presentation is information that is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been publicly disclosed. By your receipt of this Presentation you recognise and accept that the information in this Presentation may be “inside information” as defined in

Article 7 of the Market Abuse Regulation (“MAR”) and section 56 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 (the “CJA”) and may constitute a “market sounding” for the purpose of Article 11 of MAR. Optiva Securities (“Optiva") and Novum Securities (“Novum”) are authorised and regulated in the

United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and are acting exclusively for the Company and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Optiva and Novum will not regard any other person as its customer or be responsible to any other person

for providing the protection afforded to customers of the Company, nor for providing advice in relation to the matters detailed in this Presentation. Optiva and Novum are not making any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of

this Presentation and Optiva and Novum do not accept any responsibility or liability for this Presentation and accordingly disclaim all and any liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise, which it might otherwise be found to have in respect of this Presentation.

Neither this Presentation, nor any part of it, nor anything contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in any connection with or act as an inducement in relation to a decision to purchase or subscribe for or enter into any contract

or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any such securities. Recipients of this Presentation who decide to subscribe for ordinary shares in the Company are reminded that any application to so subscribe may only be made on the basis set out in the formal placing

letters. In particular, details included in this Presentation are subject to updating, revision, verification and amendment and refer to events as having occurred which have not occurred at the date of this Presentation but which are expected to happen in the future. This Presentation

does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this Presentation or on its completeness. The information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from Company sources and from sources which the Company believes to be reliable but it

has not independently verified such information and does not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. No statement in this Presentation is intended to be a profit forecast and no statement in this Presentation should be interpreted to mean that earnings per Company share for

current or future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings per Company share.

The Presentation is intended to provide a general overview of the Company’s business and does not purport to deal with all aspects and details regarding the Company. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by the Company or their respective directors, officers,

employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers as to the accuracy, fairness, sufficiency or completeness of the information, opinions or beliefs contained in this Presentation and, save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any loss,

cost or damage suffered or incurred, directly or indirectly, as a result of the reliance on or use of such information, opinions or beliefs or otherwise arising in connection therewith. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no

reliance should be placed on, any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts and nothing in this Presentation is or should be relied on asa promise or representation as to the future.

Save in the case of fraud, neither the Company nor any of its respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers nor any other person shall have any liability whatsoever for any errors or omissions or any loss howsoever arising, directly or

indirectly, from any use of this information or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. This Presentation is confidential. Neither this Presentation nor any other material relating to the proposal described herein may be copied, reproduced, shown, distributed or issued

to any other person at any time without the prior written consent of the Company nor may the information contained herein be discussed with any other person without the prior written consent of the Company.

This Presentation does not constitute a prospectus or admission document and does not constitute, or form part of, an offer for sale or an invitation to subscribe for, or any solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for, any shares or other securities of the Company nor shall it (or any

part of it), or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This Presentation is not a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

In particular, this Presentation should not be distributed, transmitted, published, reproduced or otherwise made available, directly or indirectly in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is unlawful and is not for distribution in or into the United States of America or Canada or

their respective territories and possessions, the Republic of South Africa, Australia, New Zealand or Japan, or in any other jurisdiction outside of the United Kingdom where such distribution or availability may lead to a breach of any law or regulatory requirements. The securities of the

Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended), or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States or under applicable securities laws of the Republic of South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,

Canada or Japan. Subject to certain exceptions, the securities of the Company may not be offered, sold, resold, transferred or distributed, directly or indirectly, within, into or in the United States to or for the account or benefit of persons in the United States, the Republic of South

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Japan, or by any national, resident or citizen of such countries, or any other jurisdiction where such offer or sale would violate the relevant securities laws of such jurisdiction.

By receiving and/or attending this Presentation, you agree to be bound by the restrictions in this disclaimer. If you are in any doubt about the investment to which this Presentation relates, you should consult a person authorised under FSMA who specialises in advising on the

acquisition of shares and other securities.
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Overview

• Ireland and Trinidad CO2 EOR got the PRD IPO away in 2018 – market cap £2.8 million

• Guercif was a specific “once-in-a-life time” opportunity in Morocco identified in 2011

• Nurtured to the point of signing up the asset in March 2019

• Nimble and realistic management skills applied in a favourable and stable jurisdiction

• MOU-1 (2021) discovered over-pressured gas opportunity and MOU-2 (2023) confirmed the extent of the prize

• Now on the cusp of a light-CAPEX Compressed Natural gas development – market cap £25+ million

• Complete the 2023 proposed drilling and testing programme to enable a Financial Investment Decision

• Management ambition is to move the market cap through £100 million towards a  £200 million target  



Highlights
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• Unique opportunity to create an end-to-end CNG to industries business with substantial value, replacing more carbon 

intensive energy sources.

• Discovered net 2C gas resources of 295BCF in July 2021 (MOU-1) 

• Suspended well MOU-2 proved potential for larger and thicker reservoirs than in analogous onshore Rharb Basin to the West.

• Additional prospectivity in the Tertiary and deeper sequences could increase these resources multi-fold.

• Next step to flow test MOU-1 in June this year to establish commerciality of initial CNG development, requiring the 

drilling of appraisal wells MOU-3 and MOU-4, for an expected production of up to 34 MMscfd starting as early as Q2 

2024.

• MOU-3 (June 2023) will also test shallow MA1/TGB-6 reservoirs with net prospective resources of 320BCF, whilst MOU-4 (July 

2023) will test Jurassic “blue sky” 126km² structure  (minor gas shows in 1979 offset well).

• Capital-light phased development approach will limit risk and dilution as well as keep pace with commercial penetration of the 

potential industrial client base.

• Net CAPEX of US$5M for intial1MMscfd of CNG capacity estimated to generate US$3M p.a. of cash flow (at US$14/mscf) 

under very favourable fiscal terms (5% royalty  after first 10.6 BCF production, 31% tax with 10-year holiday).

• Rig on location and all long-lead drilling inventory purchased for the drilling programme will create significant costs savings.

• Testing technology (Sandjet) new to Morocco will allow for multiple perforations in MOU-1, MOU-3 and MOU-4

• Management team with proven Moroccan subsurface, drilling and gas marketing experience from 2006
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Timeline of development of resources

MOU-3 and MOU-4 long lead items at Guercif



Timeline of resources accretion and value creation
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¹ Subject to award of successor authorisations

²  Subject to Ministry consent for TRex acquisition

Management estimates for Jurassic gas Morocco

subject to new CPR and MOU-4 results

Previous operator estimate for Cory Moruga with

CO2 Recovery uplift of 10% (CPR 2020)

SLR Consulting Ireland Ltd. (2018, 2020 and 2022)

Morocco CNG US$4.84 million/BCF @10% NPV

(Management estimate)

Morocco Power US$1.99 million/BCF @10% NPV

(SLR Consulting CPR 2020)

Other assets not valued as dependent on approvals

CNG sales to industrial market

Gas-to-power

Net Predator values (not revenues)Net Predator resources 
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Executive Team– Moroccan focussed experienceand know-how to deliver value

4.47% + 6.79% loaned to Company
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7,269 km2 – 25% relinquishment in August 23

Location of the licence and terms

Renegotiated

Petroleum Agreement 

Amendment No.2
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• Core area of focus 240km² 

• MOU-1 de-risked the gas play for 

contingent gas resources

• MOU-2 suspended but broadened the 

MOU-1 gas play 

• MOU-3 to evaluate:

• potential for thick reservoirs and high gas 

deliverability 

• P50 gas resources of 295 BCF

• Shallower TGB 3 & 4 P50 gas resources of 320 BCF

• MOU-4 to evaluate

• potential for thick reservoirs and high gas 

deliverability 

• P50 gas resources of 295 BCF

• “Blue sky” 126 km² deeper Jurassic structure

MOULOUYA FAN 30+km²

JURASSIC          126  km²

MOU-1
Completed

MOU-2
suspended

MOU-3
pre-drill MOU-4

predrill

Location of completed, suspended and proposed wells

TITANOSAURUS

PROSPECT
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MOU-1 rigless testing

Shallow sands    (MA1/TGB-6)

Perforating 5 metres of potential gas sand

Gross section 22 metres

Moulouya Fan sands

Perforating 10 metres of potential gas sand 

Gross section 30 metres

2 – 10 mm cfg/day possible flow rate
Comparison with Rharb Basin well

MOU-1 UNCONVENTIONAL GAS?

Low gas saturations in 300 metres gross section

Flow potential unknown – never tested before

North American Sandjet perforating technology

applied for the first time in Morocco

45 metre interval for Sandjet  testing trials 

Conventional testing costs US$55,000/metre!

Sandjet offers attractive commercial solution

Patented Power Jet Sandjet 

perforating tool
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MOU-2 suspended

Moulouya Fan

Broadened MOU-1 gas play to 8 kms from MOU-1

De-risked presence of thicker sands

45 metres of potential net sand

Gross section 80 metres

Sets up MOU-3 well location 1.63 kms to west 

Geological analogue SE Spain at surface similar age

MOU-2 not geologically unusual for this setting 

MOU-2 potential to re-enter and deepen

Pre-drill rationale for thicker sands validated

Need to address challenge of “sticky clays” and

debris slide by setting additional casing string

Main focus currently is drilling MOU-3 and MOU-4 

Tortonian submarine

ElGordo debris flow, SESpain

Variety of rock debris                       Sticky brown clays



MOU-3 drilling and testing
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•Moulouya Fan*

• Target  range of sand thickness 15 (MOU-1) to 45 metres (MOU-2) 

• MOU-3 1.6 km from MOU-2 and 8 km from MOU-1 

• Target Moulouya Fan Contingent resources of 295 BCF

• Seismicgassignature asfor MOU-1

• Undisturbed area unlike area penetrated by MOU-2

• Gasrate range 10 - 20 mmcfg/day for thicker sands

• MOU-1, MOU-3 testing will initiate CNG development

• Secondary targets include TGB-3 and 4 andMA1/TGB-6 sands

• TGB-3 and 4 CPR P50 Prospective resources 320 BCF

• MA1/TGB-6 gas in MOU-1

MOU-3 PRE-DRILL

Shallow MA1/TGB-6

Middle TGB-3 & 4

Moulouya Fan*

MOU-1



MOU-4 drilling and testing
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•Moulouya Fan*

• Target  range of sand thickness 15 (MOU-1) to 45 metres (MOU-2) 

• MOU-4 2.5 km southeast of MOU-2

• Target Moulouya Fan Contingent resources of 295 BCF

• Seismicgassignature asfor MOU-1

• Undisturbed area unlike area penetrated by MOU-2

• Gasrate range 10 - 20 mmcfg/day for thicker sands

• Positive MOU-4 testing results will enable scaling up CNG 

deliveries to 34 mm cfgpd 

• SecondarytargetJurassic carbonates (compare Trident Prospect  2011 )

Phillips1979 TAFR-1X offsetwell analogoustarget 50 kms to SE

Pre-drill Phillipsestimatedonebillion barrels recoverable for 30km² structure 

Foundminor gasshowsin poor reservoir

MOU-4 pre-drill



CNGdevelopment ideally suited to the Moroccan industrial gasmarket
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• Scattered end-users

• No mature pipeline infrastructure

• CNG distribution perfect

• Replacing imported fuel oil

• Lowers energy costs to increase competitiveness

• Moroccan ceramics need to be competitive in EU

• Sustainable gasprice achievable

• Current potential market sizeup to 50 mm cfg/day

Moroccanindustrial market for gas 

Target50 M cfgpd

Youssoufia: phosphates 

Casablanca: ceramics

Berrechid: ceramics, steel factories, industrial park

Tetouan: ceramics 

Settapark: industrial park

Kenitra: industrial area, oil-fired power station conversion 

Guercif City: catalyst for industrial development

Nador: new industrial area on coastnorth of Guercif 

JorfLasfar: chemical & supporting industries

Total energysupply by sourcein Morocco (TJ)

Source: IEA

Source: SLRConsulting

CPRJan2022

Potential End Users



PRDnet capital costs* for 1 mm cfgpd “Proof of Concept“

Add US$ 1.125 mm for each incremental 1 mm cfg/day              

(US$mm)

Compressors,processingloading & unloading facilities

5 CNGtrailers

Freight & warehousing

EIA/HSE/Insurance

Projectmanagement

Civilworks

20%Contingency

Totalnet costs US$5 – 6 million

SLRConsultingCNGdevelopment March 2022

CNGdevelopment attributes, facilities and scoping costs
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/www.qtww.com/product/virtual-pipeline-cng/

* SLRConsultingCNGdevelopment March 2022

Source: Angi Energy SystemsLLC

MOU-1 well head completed for riglesstesting

CNGinput specifications

Highway running by

MOU- well location

High purity 

methane gas

Minimal processing

http://www.qtww.com/product/virtual-pipeline-cng/
http://www.qtww.com/product/virtual-pipeline-cng/


CNG favoursscalableproductionprofiles:  generatesprofit margins >50% undiscounted anticipated Sales Price

• Complete Q2/Q3 2023 drilling and testing programme

• MOU-1 and  MOU-3 for FID execution

• Add  MOU-4  to  scale up to potential gross 34 mm cfg/day

• Scalingup requires additional CAPEXinvestment inCNGtrailers       

(US$1.125 mm per 1 mm cfg/day from organic cash flow)

• Gross 4 mm cfg/day generatesPRD netUS$7.8 million pa after tax*

• Gross 34 mm cfg/day generatesPRD net US$66.1 millionpa after tax

* SLRConsulting CPRJan2022

SLRConsultingCNGdevelopment March 2022 - 20% contingency for increased capital costs added

Management CNG Project Economicsundiscounted



Investor wrap-up
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• Transformational testing and drilling imminent to validate and FID gas development

• Management have developed the project concept since 2011 as a “once-in-a-lifetime” opportunity

• Seasoned and experienced Moroccan veterans who have reviewed and participated in many projects as skilful operators

• Geology, new technology, a drilling rig and a commercial CNG option are all aligned for the first time

• Active low cost drilling programme with no rig availability/mobilisation issues nor waiting on long lead well inventory

• Imminent drilling and testing programme to validate an FID leading to executing a low CAPEX phased development

• Material potential gas revenues focussed on the Moroccan industrial market and availing of tax holiday

• Significant “running room” over a core area of 240km²

• Re-negotiated Guercif Petroleum Agreement to rollover bank guarantee; reduce drilling depth commitments from 2,000 to 1,500

meters and eliminate any drilling commitment for the First Extension Period (2 years and 3 months)



Appendix
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Independent Competent Person’sReport – SLRConsulting Ireland Ltd. 
(TRACScommissioned to update for new CPR)
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Non-executive Team– focus on financial discipline and reporting

Alistair Jury

Carl Kindinger



Other assets– Trinidad and Ireland

Corrib South& RamHead successorauthorisations

Floating Storage and Regasification 

LNGimport facility

IRELAND

Subject to Ministry consent 

later in 2023

83.8% interest in CoryMoruga

TRINIDAD

Acquisition of TRex 

HoldingsTrinidad Ltd.

Challenger Energydisposal

21

• Undeveloped light oil field

• Snowcap-1 oil discovery well 2015

• Initial flow 1,200 bopd

• PAREXP50 pre-drill net 15.5 mm bo

• PRDbelieves these resources were not 

evaluated by Snowcap-1 or Snowcap-2ST 

as the wells never reached all the

oil-bearing reservoirs seen on the block

• Near original reservoir pressures 

makes Cory Moruga target for CO2EOR

in line with current Government policy
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